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YEAR 3 Term 3 Week 10 Learning Framework – MPS Stage 2 2021 

You may need access to a digital device to complete some of the following activities. Your teacher may put some of the activities on 

Google Classroom for those who are able to access it. You may need help from a parent/carer for some of these activities. 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Morning English  

Read a picture book or 
chapter from your current 
novel of your choice  

OR  

Follow the link to 
Storyline Online and 
choose a read aloud story 
to view.  

https://storylineonline.net/  

 

Reading 
Comprehension: Learn 
about Planets and the 
Solar System - read the 
text ‘Shooting for the 
Stars’ and complete the 
questions attached. 

 

 

English 

Read a picture book or 
chapter from your current 
novel of your choice  

OR  

Follow the link to Storyline 
Online and choose a read 
aloud story to view.  

https://storylineonline.net/  

 

Spelling: Complete the 
LSCWC grid on Google 
Classroom, or complete on 
the provided grid. 

 

BTN:Watch ‘Behind the 
News’ at 10am on ABC 
Me.  

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/
classroom/  

English 

Read a picture book or 
chapter from your current 
novel of your choice  

OR  

Follow the link to Storyline 
Online and choose a read 
aloud story to view.  

https://storylineonline.net/  

 

Spelling: Complete the 
LSCWC grid on Google 
Classroom, or complete on 
the provided grid. 

 

Writing with Symbols 

Look at the Aboriginal 
Symbols page. 

Write your own story using 
Aborignal symbols.Write 

English 

Read a picture book or 
chapter from your current 
novel of your choice to a 
family member 

OR  

Follow the link to Storyline 
Online and choose a read 
aloud story to view.  

https://storylineonline.net/  

Writing: Poetry-Haiku 

Write a Haiku poem about 
your favourite native 
Australian animal.Think 
about  the colour, how it 
moves, sounds it makes? 
Use those words to write 
your poem. Use beautiful 
descriptive words 
(adjectives & adverbs) in 
your writing.  

English 

Read a picture book or 
chapter from your current 
novel of your choice  

OR  

Follow the link to Storyline 
Online and choose a read 
aloud story to view.  

https://storylineonline.net/  

 

Spelling: Complete the 
LSCWC grid on Google 
Classroom, or complete on 
the provided grid.. 

 

Time capsule journal: 
Write a letter to your future 
self about what life has 
been like during lockdown. 
Remember to include 
things like how you feel, 

https://storylineonline.net/
https://storylineonline.net/
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/
https://storylineonline.net/
https://storylineonline.net/
https://storylineonline.net/
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Spelling: Complete the 
LSCWC grid on Google 
Classroom, or complete on 
the provided grid.  

 

Writing:  

Choose one of the 
following words: ‘sun’, 
‘moon’ or ‘star’. How many 
words can you think of that 
rhyme with your chosen 
word? Make up a rap song 
using these words. 

  

Choose your favourite BTN 
story. Write a summary of 
the story. 

 

Writing – Read the 
Aboriginal Dreaming story 
of Tiddalick the frog or 
watch the PowerPoint.  
Complete the worksheet. 

Complete the crossword. 

Complete the Tiddalick 
drawing activity. 

 

 

your story under the 
symbols you draw. If you 
can find some flat stones 
outside you could paint the 
symbols on them too. 

  

Grammar: 

Synonyms for Said 

Read about what words 
you can use instead of 
said to make your writing 
more interesting. 

Complete the worksheet. 

*Remember the 5/7/5  

3 lines/syllable rule 

 

Spelling: Complete the 
LSCWC grid on Google 
Classroom, or complete on 
the provided grid. 

 

what things you have been 
doing to keep active, what 
has been your favourite 
thing about staying at 
home, and what has been 
the most challenging thing 
about staying at home? 
When you are done maybe 
you could draw a picture.  

Don’t forget to take a photo 
and send it to your 
teacher. 

Break Break Break Break Break Break 

Middle FITNESS: Choose an 
activity of choice or use 
the PE grid for some 
inspiration.  

 

Mathematics:  

Number of the Day:  

Go outside and explore 
your garden. Count and 
compare your flower 
petals, tree branches and 
leaves and insect legs. 

 

 

 

 

FITNESS: Choose an 
activity of choice or use 
the PE grid for some 
inspiration  

 

Mathematics 

Number of the Day: 

Sort through objects in 
your house by colour, 
patterns, numbers etc. For 
example: Sort the pegs 
into colours, your lego into 
numbers of connections. 

 

 

 

FITNESS: Choose an 
activity of choice or use 
the PE grid for some 
inspiration  

 

Mathematics 

Number of the Day:  

Find 3 different sized 
containers, first estimate 
how much water each will 
hold and then test your 
estimation.  

 

 

 

 

FITNESS: Choose an 
activity of choice or use 
the PE grid for some 
inspiration  

 

Mathematics 

Number of the Day:  

Make a list of all the items 
in your kitchen that are 
used to measure. 
Containers, scales, spoons 
etc.  

 

 

 

 

FITNESS: Choose an 
activity of choice or use 
the PE grid for some 
inspiration  

 

Mathematics 

Number of the Day:  

Time to be a designer and 
put your creative caps on! 

 

Your activity / challenge for 
today is to plan, design 
and build your own Maths 
board game. You may 
choose any mathematical 
topic you like.  
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Maths Revision:  

Complete the maths 
revision worksheets, the 
best you can.  

 

Maths Revision:  

Complete the maths 
revision worksheets, the 
best you can.  

Maths Revision:  

Complete the maths 
revision worksheets, the 
best you can.  

Maths Revision:  

Complete the maths 
revision worksheets, the 
best you can.  

 

You do not need special 
equipment and you should 
be able to make your 
game using bits and 
pieces you find around the 
home.  

 

Once completed, you 
should have: 

● A game board 

● Items to play your 
game such as 
dice, counters, 
playing cards, or 
tokens. 

● Instructions and 
rules for how to 
play your game. 

Break Break Break Break Break Break 

Afternoon Geography: Aboriginal 
Perspective-Elcho Island 

 

When we listen to the 
song ‘My Island Home’ by 
the Warrumpi band. Many 
people think the island 
they are singing about is 
Australia but it is not! It’s 
called Elcho Island. 

 

 

Science 

Read through the 
information on the Sun, 
Earth and Moon 
worksheet. Complete the 
cloze exercise by filling in 
the blanks. 

Then try a simple 
experiment about the 
effects of gravity - follow 
the steps on the Getting a 
Grasp on Gravity 
experiment worksheet. 

Library: Read the Library 
information from Mrs 
Vitnell. 

Complete the activities on 
the Library worksheets.  

Art 

Follow the instructions on 
the worksheet to make 
some Wild Art! 

 

Take a photo, if possible, 
and send it through to your 
teacher. 

Use this afternoon to fine 
tune your game. Have a 
practice run with a family 
member - maybe the 
whole family could join in.  

Give your game a rating 
score 1 - 5. What worked 
well? What could be 
changed to improve the 
player’s experience? What 
did you enjoy most about 
this challenge? 
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Read the fact sheet or 
click on the link to learn 
about Elcho Island and 
write the answers to these 
questions on a piece of 
paper: 

 

Where is Elcho Island? 

What is the population? 

Who were the original 
inhabitants of the island? 

How long and wide is the 
island? 

What is the name of the 
sea on the western side of 
the island? 

 

If you’re on a computer go 
to Google Earth and find 
Elcho Island. 

 

 

 

Time to switch off from 
school. Happy Holidays!  

 



Shooting for the Stars
Our Planet 
We live on planet Earth, which is one of eight planets in our solar 
system. All of the planets in our solar system rotate (spin around) 
and it takes Earth one whole day to spin around once on its axis.

Around 70% of the Earth’s surface is covered 
in water, which includes the seas, oceans, 

rivers and lakes. The water on our planet 
is a mixture of salt and fresh water.

The other 30% of the Earth’s surface 
is covered in land. This includes all 
of the mountains, valleys and deserts 

that can be found around the world. 
Many of these areas are inhabited (lived 

on) by people but there are still some remote 
areas that are untouched by humans.

Our Solar System
The Sun is at the centre of our solar system. 
Our solar system is believed to have formed 
around 4.6 billion years ago! The eight 
planets orbit (travel around) the Sun, some 
closer to the Sun than others.

Earth is the third closest planet to the Sun. 

The planet nearest to the Sun is Mercury, which is very hot.

The planet furthest from the Sun is Neptune, the coldest 
planet in the solar system.
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Shooting for the Stars

The Moon
The Moon is a natural satellite that orbits 
the Earth. It has a massive impact on 
our planet as it controls the tides in 
our oceans.

Astronauts have been fascinated by 
the Moon for many years. Several 
missions have taken place to travel 
to the Moon, the first of these being in 
1969, when Apollo 11 landed on the surface 
of the Moon. Astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin were 
the first people to ever set foot on the Moon. They walked on the 
surface, conducted some experiments and planted a flag. Footprints 

and tyre tracks left behind by astronauts on 
the Moon will stay there forever as there is 
no wind to blow them away.

Scientists are still investigating whether there is water on the 
surface of the Moon. Water is essential in order for plants and 
animals to live and grow. If enough water was found on the 
Moon, plants could possibly grow and people may be able to 
visit or even live there! However, this would be a very long way 
in the future.

  Did You Know?
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Questions
1. What does the word ‘rotate’ mean? Tick one.

2. What is 70% of the Earth’s surface covered with? Tick one.

3. When did our solar system form? Tick one.

4. What does the Moon control?

5. Name two things that Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin did on the Moon.

Shooting for the Stars

turn upside down

flip over

spin around

soil

water

sand

4.6 billion years ago      

4.6 million years ago      

4.6 years ago      
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6. If you were an astronaut heading to the Moon, what would you like to do 
when you got there? Why? 

Shooting for the Stars
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Year 3 Spelling Words Week 10 Term 3 
Black= topic words, red = high frequency words, orange= phonics words- the letter ‘c’ saying /s/ sound , & green= rule words. 

Rule: Words that end with a consonant + ‘y’, keep the ‘y’ when adding ‘ing’.  

e.g. try - trying 

dry - drying 

carry - carrying 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

gravity 
    

shadow     

orbit     

satellite     

answer     

know     

slice     

cycle     

copying  

 

   

crying     



 
 

Additional orange words: can you think of words that use the letter 

c saying the /s/ sound? E.g. cent, celery.  

Additional green words: can you think of additional words ending with a 

consonant + ‘y’ that are changed to a verb when ‘ing’ is added?  

E.g. fly-flying, try-trying  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Descriptive sentences- type an interesting sentence below using the spelling word, adverbs and adjectives.   

 

gravity 
 

 

 
shadow  

 

 
orbit  

 

 
satellite  

 

 
 



Number and Place Value
Count forwards and backwards in 4, 8, 50 and 100.

1. Continue the sequences:

Find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number. 
2. What number is 10 more than 73? 

         

3. What number is 100 less than 340?  

         

Recognise the place value of each digit in a three-digit number.
4. Underline the tens digit in the following numbers:

	 	562	 	 	 584	 	 	 703	 	 	 821

Compare and order numbers up to 1000.
5. Write a number so that each sentence makes sense:

6. Order the following numbers from largest to smallest:

	 77	 	 86	 	 78	 	 84	 	 74

Largest   Smallest

7. Order these numbers from smallest to largest:

		 289	 	 298	 	 258	 	 247	 	 293

Smallest   Largest

a. 4, 8, 12, 16,               ,               ,               

b. 24, 32, 40,               ,               ,               

c. 900, 800, 700,               ,               ,               

d. 150, 200, 250,               ,               ,               

a. 345 <         

b. 294 >         

c. 833 =         

Year 3 Maths Revision Booklet
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Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations.
8. What number is shown:

         

Read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and in words.
9. Write 357 in words.

 

10. Write two hundred and seventy-four in numerals.

         

Solve number problems and practical problems.
11. What needs to be added to the following number to make 234?

	 204	+	    

12. Cross out the Dienes that are not needed to represent the number 162. 

Addition and Subtraction
Add and subtract numbers mentally.
13. Calculate the following:

a. 286	+	4	=	   

b. 256 - 30 =    

c. 172	+	300	=	   

Year 3 Maths Revision Booklet
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P.E. Grid- Term 3, 2021
● Select an activity below for P.E. Try to do a different one each session

or day. There are spaces for you to write and do your own activity.

Skip with or without a
rope.

Ride your scooter.
Remember your helmet
and watch for traffic.

Go for a bike ride.
Remember your helmet
and watch for traffic.

P.E. with Joe
* Click on the blue words
above to get to the
videos.

Just Dance Kids
* Click on the blue words
above to get to the
videos.

Cosmic Kids Yoga.
* Click on the blue words
above to get to the videos.

Kick a ball around. Go for a walk. Go for a run.

Jump on the trampoline. Fly a kite. Clean your bedroom.

Sweep/vacuum the floor. Take the dog for a walk. Play catch with a family
member.

Do as many repetitions
as you can.

Do as many repetitions
as you can.

Do as many repetitions as
you can.

Play Hopscotch. Do some gardening e.g.
weeding, mulching,
planting.

Play Handball with a family
member.

* Free choice- * Free choice- * Free choice-

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&rlz=1C1GCEA_enAU834AU835&ei=nSmFXvTlGoCc4-EPtP6IkAY&q=pe+with+joe&oq=pe+with+joe&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIHCAAQgwEQQzIHCAAQgwEQQzIHCAAQgwEQQzIHCAAQgwEQQzIECAAQAzIFCAAQgwEyBAgAEAMyBAgAEAMyBAgAEAMyAggAOgQIABBHUMnlAljJ5QJgjPQCaABwAngAgAGbAYgBmwGSAQMwLjGYAQCgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwi0qPqxtsjoAhUAzjgGHTQ_AmIQ4dUDCAs&uact=5
https://au.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=AwrgEa8oYoReO_0AMSwL5gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTB0NjZjZzZhBGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNwaXZz?p=just+dance+kids&fr2=piv-web&fr=mcafee&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9hdS5zZWFyY2gueWFob28uY29tL3NlYXJjaD9mcj1tY2FmZWUmdHlwZT1FMjExVVM4ODVHMCZwPWp1c3QrZGFuY2Ura2lkcw&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJeW17iv-9xn2Yk7PYICmPyGOuIc0HyN_3vxCSBJLmnZF90g7H795Pz8d4aou89BeD_GsdTR7EPDzQ2keHCfV3w979LrXhBDXUc6nfJ3DtFLUjEFWZ5dXgfnUI4LOtkhgx2RAGdnZuIfV-drw5UYv4VD_2r2g4anfd3L3bQpU7pf&_guc_consent_skip=1585734222
https://au.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video;_ylt=AwrPhtqlYIReLzEA9y425gt.;_ylu=X3oDMTBncGdyMzQ0BHNlYwNzZWFyY2gEdnRpZAM-;_ylc=X1MDMjExNDcwOTA0NgRfcgMyBGFjdG4DY2xrBGNzcmNwdmlkA0ZkaE9SVEV3TGpJdUZfQ1NXV05teGdEZU1qQXdNUUFBQUFCcnV3SncEZnIDbWNhZmVlBGZyMgNzYS1ncARncHJpZANuaXRoX0ZMSlRET2E1dFRDQzczbk5BBG5fcnNsdAM2MARuX3N1Z2cDMARvcmlnaW4DYXUudmlkZW8uc2VhcmNoLnlhaG9vLmNvbQRwb3MDMARwcXN0cgMEcHFzdHJsAwRxc3RybAMxMQRxdWVyeQNraWRzJTIweW9nYQR0X3N0bXADMTU4NTczMzk2OQ--?p=kids+yoga&ei=UTF-8&fr2=p%3As%2Cv%3Av%2Cm%3Asa&fr=mcafee&guce_referrer=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&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAKI-f7UPJ2js2Fu9bJqdn5G1HoX9YukXK6BXyd6RlfuyTF-LujSxXipOlGSkhJtOtAqq5uMxaQAwXzYiTBQOdmFoV579Twr5ZY2W1bdMtarn6Q8k69_177g_SY7OhHWXSkdo3GxpLbmpMLKZlK1HG-WZQvpYFNrh0XkPbsBWY7tc&_guc_consent_skip=1585734002#action=close&id=&vid=


Geography: Elcho Island 

 
• Elcho Island is approximately 60 kilometres long and 6 

kilometres across at its widest point.  

• It is bounded on the western side by the Arafura Sea and on 

the east by the Cadell Strait. Elcho Island is a short distance 

away from the mainland and Howard Island. 

 

• Galiwin'ku, located near the island's southern tip, is the main 

community on the island. It is the largest and most remote 

Aboriginal community in northeast Arnhem Land. 

 

• There are 60 mala or hereditary tribal groups, with up to 22 

different dialects being used in the community.  

 

• The people of Galiwin'ku, approximately 2,000 residents, retain 

their traditions and culture. These are passed to future 

generations by adherence to strict traditional methods and 

education, including a means to help them embrace the wider 

Australian community. 

 

• The island has a base population of 2,200 people, including 70 

non-Aboriginal people. It was the home of the late Aboriginal 

folk musician Geoffrey Gurrumul Yunupingu.  

 

 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Arafura_Sea
https://kids.kiddle.co/Geoffrey_Gurrumul_Yunupingu
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Tiddalick the Frog
The following story is based on a traditional Aboriginal 

Dreamtime story about a frog called Tiddalick. 

Once upon a time in the Dreaming, there  
lived a frog called Tiddalick. Tiddalick  
lived in the Wollombi Valley in the  
Creation era. He was a greedy frog. He  
wanted to be the biggest frog in all the  
land. One very hot day, Tiddalick  
became very thirsty. He wandered down  
to the billabong, where there was plenty of water. Tiddalick 
was so thirsty that he began to drink and drink and drink until 
all the water in the billabong was gone.

When all the other animals came to the billabong for a drink, 
they discovered that there wasn’t any water left. They were 
so hot and thirsty too. They knew that it was the greedy frog, 
Tiddalick, who had drank all the water. They became very 
angry at him. The animals knew that they  
had to get the water back somehow. If they  
wanted to get all the water out of Tiddalick  
and back onto the billabong, they would have  
to make him laugh. The wise owl suggested  
that if he laughed, all the water would come out.

First, the echidna tried to make him 
laugh. The echidna rolled down 
the hill into the dried up billabong. 
Tiddalick didn’t laugh.
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Tiddalick the Frog

Finally, the eel decided to give it a try. He  
danced and danced and danced until he  
tied himself into a big knot. 

Suddenly, Tiddalick’s mouth started to move.  
He could not stop laughing at the eel. He laughed so  
much that all the water came out, and ran back into the  
dried up billabong.

Next, the kookaburra, who was perched 
high up in the gum tree, pretended to fall 
out. Tiddalick still didn’t laugh.

After that, the wombat started 
dancing some very funny moves. But 
still Tiddalick didn’t laugh.

The animals were so confused that 
they didn’t know what to do. They 
were still very thirsty. 

From that day, Tiddalick 
was never greedy again 
and he only drank what 
he needed.



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 









Draw Tiddalick

Draw Tiddalick



Draw Tiddalick



Learn to Draw Tiddalick

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.



Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits using formal written methods.
14. Calculate the following: 

Estimate the answer to a calculation and use the inverse operation to check.
15. Use the inverse to check the following calculations. Circle ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’:

Solve problems including missing numbers.
16. Fill in the missing numbers to make these calculations correct:

Multiplication and Division
Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 times tables. 
17. Use your knowledge of the 3, 4 and 8 times tables to complete these calculations:

Year 3 Maths Revision Booklet

6 7 8

+ 3 2 3

6 8 3

− 2 5 1

3 6 4

− 1 2 9

a. b. c.

a. 328	+	126	=	456	         Correct/Incorrect

b. 267	−	138	=	129	         Correct/Incorrect

a.             × 4 = 32

b. 3 ×             = 27

c. 8 × 6 =             

d. 33 ÷             = 3

e.             ÷ 12 = 4

f.  40 ÷             = 8

a. 

b. There are 460 people on a plane. 125 of the passengers are British, 104 are American 
and the rest are French. How many French people are on board the plane?

         

4 7 2 + 3 6 = 3 6

visit twinkl.comPage	3	of	13
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Use known facts to solve multiplication and division problems including two-digit 
multiplied by one-digit numbers.
18. Partition these numbers or use a column method to calculate these:

Solve problems including missing numbers.
19. Find the missing numbers to complete the following calculations:

Solve problems including scaling and correspondence problems.
20. Solve the following problems:

Fractions 
Count up and down in tenths.
21. Fill in the missing numbers to complete the sequence:

22. Shade in the squares to represent the fraction     .

Year 3 Maths Revision Booklet

a. 24 × 3 =  

b. 18 × 4 =  

c. 56 ÷ 4 =  

d. 48 ÷ 3 =  

4 3 × = 7 2

6 × 3 = 1 6

a.

b.

a. There are 8 apples in one box. How many apples are there in 6 boxes?

         

b. Kangaroos have 2 legs and zebras have 4 legs. A zoo keeper counts 22 
legs altogether. How many kangaroos and zebras could there be?

         

c. 18 cupcakes are shared equally between 3 boxes. How many cupcakes are in each box?

         

2 
10

4 
10

3 
10

 
10

6 

7 
10
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The Sun, Earth and Moon 
The Sun, Earth and Moon belong to the Solar System, which includes 
all the planets, moons, comets and particles of dust that are in orbit 
around the Sun. 

The Sun     

The Sun is the largest object in 
the Solar System. The Sun is so 
massive that everything else in the 
Solar System is attracted to it by 
the Sun’s gravity and revolves in 
orbit around it.  

The Sun is constantly producing heat and light; enough to light up 
Earth’s days and keep our planet warm enough to support life. 

                   
 

The Earth 

The Earth is a planet in orbit around the 
Sun. It takes about 365 days or 1 year 
for the Earth to orbit the Sun. 

The Earth also spins on its own axis, 
which causes us to experience night and 
day. The Earth makes one complete 
rotation on its axis approximately every 24 hours or 1 day. The side 
of the Earth facing the Sun is in daylight, while the side facing away 
from the Sun is in the Earth’s own shadow or at night.  

Although the Sun appears to move across the sky during the day, it is 
actually the Earth rotating not the Sun moving.  

 

 



The Moon 

The Moon is a satellite of the Earth and 
is held in orbit by the Earth’s gravity. It 
takes about 27 days for the Moon to go 
all the way around the Earth.  

As the Moon orbits the Earth, it also 
rotates around its own axis at the same rate.  

The Moon itself does not produce light. We can see the Moon from 
the Earth because the Moon reflects light from the Sun.  

 

                    
 

   

       



The Sun, Earth and Moon 
1. The Sun, Earth and Moon belong to the S_______  S________. 

 

2. The Sun is the ______________ object in the Solar System. 
 

3. The Sun is constantly producing _________ and __________. 
 

4. The Earth is a ____________ in orbit around the Sun. 
 

5. The Earth also spins on its own axis which causes us to 
experience __________ and _________. 
 

6. The Earth makes one complete rotation on its axis approximately 
every 24 ________ or 1 day. 
 

7. The side of the Earth facing the Sun is in  ___________. 
 

8. The side of the Earth facing away from the Sun is at 
_________. 
 

9. The Moon is held in orbit by the Earth’s ___________. 
 

   10. It takes about 27 _______ for the Moon to orbit the Earth. 

 

    11. The Moon itself does not produce _________. 

 

    12. We can see the Moon from the Earth because the Moon  

        __________ light from the Sun. 

 
 















Record time in hours, minutes and seconds.
42. A	film	lasted	2	½	hours.	How	long	was	the	film	in	minutes?	

 

43. James ran the 400m race in 1 minute and 40 seconds. Haamaad ran it in 85 seconds. Who 
was the fastest? Explain how you know.

 

 

Know the number of seconds in a minute and days in a year.
44. Tania spent 45 days of last year in Spain. How many days was she in the UK?

 

Geometry
Draw 2D shapes.
45. Draw a square which has sides of 6cm.
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46. Draw a rectangle with a length of 8cm and a width of 2cm.

Recognise 3D shapes.
47. Draw lines to match the 3D shapes with their names.

 
Cuboid    

Sphere    

Cone    

Square-based pyramid  

Cylinder   
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Recognise right angles and related facts.
48. Mark any right angles on this rectangle with a     .

49. Estimate the size of these angles in degrees (°).

Recognise horizontal, vertical, perpendicular and parallel lines.
50. Mark a pair of parallel lines on this shape:

51. Mark a pair of perpendicular lines on this shape:

52. Draw a horizontal line. 
 
 
 

53. Draw a vertical line.
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Use this timeline 
to help you with 
the worksheet. 



**Write the information on another sheet of paper if you are not able to cut and paste.**



Writing a Haiku Poem
A haiku is a type of poem from Japan. Haiku poems have three lines and a 
total of 17 syllables. The first and third lines of the poem have five syllables 
each. The middle line has seven syllables. Usually, a haiku does not rhyme. 

Think about a particular object, topic or theme, like the weather, the sea, 
an animal, etc. Then, jot down different adjectives about your chosen object, 
topic or theme.

Object, topic or theme:            

Adjectives:              

               

               

Now, have a go at writing your haiku:

Why not see if you can read your haiku aloud to an audience?

visit twinkl.com



Wild Art! 
Collect some things from the garden and create a piece of art. A picture or sculpture from 
twigs, sticks, leaves, flowers, rocks or anything else you find outdoors.  

You do not need paper, cardboard or glue for this artwork just a wild imagination!  
(Although you can glue it together or stick it onto paper or cardboard if you would like to.) 

Some ideas to make might be: animals, insects, faces, your family, an Australian landmark 
(for example, the Sydney Harbour Bridge out of sticks) or anything you like. 

                

      

 

Take a photo and if possible, share the photo of your creation on Google Classroom or send 
the photo through to your teacher.  
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